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Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

rsey, -and attendefk
Seminary. He retuet7
lashville in 1944 as
at David Lipscomb Col.
taught there until 11050
he same time preached
Grace Avenue Churele
hy ill rt. He continued
studies at Peabody
rived the doctor's de
he history and philoso
higher education

tember 1950, Mr. Baird
dean of Oklahoma
College. He became
. in September 1954.
drd is married to the
Avanelle Elliott, wao
IA from Peabody. They
ir daughters, Harriet,
lir, Frances and Mee
L, and a son, James lIt
ltd serves on the ediN
uncils of two monthly
periodicals, the "Minonthly" and the "20th
Christian."
Wolk is invited to at
services.
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In Our 90th Year

Seen&Heard Tappan Has
Around
Picnic On
Murray
Saturday
•wow

Magazine had the following this month.

The msousi Family night for
the smproximately one thousA woman telephoned a friend. and aninkffees and their fami-How are you. dear?" she ask- lies of the Murray Division of
the Tappan Company was held
ed.
"Simply awful," came the re- Saturday, June 14, et five p.
ply. "My migraine headache is at the Calloway County Fairback, my feet are killing me,
Members of the recreational
my back is almost breaking in
two, the ironing is piled to the committee Joe Hill, Red CrowOceiling, the house is a mess, and ell, Bill McCuiston, Jerry Henthe children are driving me out ry, Wyvan Holland, Don Alley,
and Bill Fair, planned the picof my mind."
"Now you listen to me," said nic and program.
Due to the rainy a/either the
the friend on the other end of
the line. "You just go and lie stage had been set up in the
down and rest. I'll be right over Agriculture barn for the proand cook lunch for you and the grim by the Kitty Wells Show
the weechildren and get your ironing and Jake Hess. Despite
remained
crowd
a
large
their
done and whisk up the house
program
bit and watch the children until the doge of the
at nine p. m.
•while you get a bit of rest. By
A number of prizes were githe way, how is John?"
including a Tappan
"John?" queried the com- ven away
by Charles Bowerrange
won
plairring housewife.
Tappan refrigerator
-Yes, John," said the caller, man and a
won by Bobby Armstrong.
"John, your husband."
Other prizes included a boys
"My husband's name isn't
bicycle, girls bicycle, lawn
John."
mower, grill, chaise lounge,
"My gosh," gasped the callir. Lawn
chairs, ice cream freezer,
"I must have the wrong numpicnic basket, rod and reel, riber."
fle, AM-FM radio, bathroom
• There was a long, stunned si- scales, luggage, tool set, jig
lence on the line. "Then you saw, saw kit, drill kit, electric
aren't going to come over?" ask- can opener, vacuum cleaner,
ed the woman.
floor polisher, torch kit, lantern, transistor AM-FM radio,
Sort of a crummy weekend in aluminum cot, tool bon, Norela way. It was cold and it was co razor, and
blander. .
rainy. We wanted 'some rain, Games for all
-Mai arakith
ladd
but not all at once.
from five to six p. m.
a
number of prizes being cementThe coffee consumption in the ed to the winners.
is United States averages about Seven thousand hot dogs, five
430 million cupz each day.
hundred dozen ice cream bars,
and all the cold drinks the emThe rays which cause sunburn, ployees and their families wantwould cause death in about ed were served. The Murray
three minutes if you were at Jaycees served the hot dogs.
an altitude of 75,000 feet.
Employees and their families
expressed appreciation to the
In 1870 there were only three recreational committee for the
chic" in the United States of fine job they did in planning
300,000 or more. These were the picnic in spite of the smoNew York, Philadelphia and St ther conditions.
•Louis. In 1968 there were 42.
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The Monkey is the only animal,
other than man, that can
tinguish colors.
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Reading Club
To Be Formed
At Library
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Phone 753---7111

3UARANTEE HE WILL
ETURN--WITH OR
IITHOLIT HIS
CONSCIOUS
KNOWLEDGE.'
'
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Wayne M. Williams, School
of Education, Murray State
University, recently received a
Specialist in Education degree
from Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois. The
degree was conferred on Wednesday evening, June -.
Mr. Williams work was concentrated in the field of secondary education and the title
of his field study was, "A Study
of the Performance of Supervising Teachers and Their Academic Degrees. Williams re
ceived his B. S. Degree from
Murray State University in 1942
and hie M. S. Degree from University of Kentucky in 1951.
He worts in the Division of
Student Teaching at litSU.

Junior Golf Day
Held At Calloway
A two ball foursome for
Junior Golfers was held at the
Calloway County Country Club
on Thursday, June 12.
Low gross winners were Jan
Shuffett and Mike Keller. Second were Carl Converse and
Karen Kennedy.
Low net went to George Landolt and Ellen Quertermous.
Second were Andy Littleton
and Tonya Carroll.
Low putts was won by Jan
Kennedy and Lynn Hewitt tieing with Tommy Keller and
Timmy Shown.
High putts went to Gene
Parker and Beverly Parker with
Bruce Scott and Cathy Mitchell
second.
The next junior golf day at
the Calloway Club will be held
on Thursday, June 19, with tee
off time at nine a.m.

Calloway Boosters
Club For Band To
Hold Family Picnic
The Band Boosters Club of
Calloway County High School
will have a picnic at the City
Park on Thursday, June 19, at
7:30 p.m.
A potluck supper will be
served. Each family is asked to
bring their own silverware and
plates for the meal.
Jack Nersevcrthy, president,
urges all members to attend
and especially invites the nee
families and members who have
just graduated from the eighth
grade elementary centers and
will be members of the Calloway County High Band this fall.
Mrs. Carolyn Pigg, band director, will be present for the
picnic.

Brother-In-Law Of
Local Persons Dies
In Chicago, M.

of

R. Van Buren

P-WP'
t

Wayne M. Williams
Receives Specialist
Degree From SIU

If you have an interest in art,
or even if you do not, drop by
the art showing of the Murray
Art Guild on East Main. They
A are in new quarters just down
•from the Bank of Murray, next
to the White Way Barber Shop. A Reading Club will be form
They have the works of several ed for the summer months al
area artists on display.
the Murray-Calloway County Library. Children who have finished the first grade and completed the sixth grade will be
eligible to participate. It will
be known as the "Big Top Circus Reading Club".
Children will be divided into two teams and will compete
against each other as to the
Word has been received of
number of books read. The win- the death of Harry Wakeland
ning teesn will be given special of Chicago, Ill. He passed away
Among the recognition or prizes at the end at five o'clock Sunday morning
the contest time. Diplomas at the Veterans Hospital in
1.100 graduates who received
will be given to individual top Chicago. Death was attributed
degrees from Murray State Unireaders 4n
.
the,aeroup.
to an extended illness.
versity Monday Night, June 2,
The .slinly reiquirements will
His body is being flown to
County.
were IS from Calloway
that children read books on Pikeville,
Kentucky
-Wan
They are:
their grade or reading level and where funeral services will be
Bachenor of Science: Joe All- that
at least one weekly list of held Wednesday at the justice
Witten, Jan K. Buxton, Carl E. books read is
signed by a parChester, Bonita K. Chrisman, ent and turned in to a library Funeral Home.
He is survived by his mother,
ErSharilyn
Ellis,
Patricia A.
stedi member. The contest will
win, Pamela Garland, Kay E. start June 21 and continue to- Mrs. Wakeland, and one brother
Garrott, Betty I. Goheen, James ugh August 9. Children should of Pikeville, his wife, Cola Fitts
W. Harris, Baxter L. Johnston, come to the library to register Wakeland formerly of Calloway
County, two sisters-in-law, Mrs.
Dortha M. Jones, James M. Ker- prior to the starting date.
Autumn McKinney and Mrs.
lick, Dennis G. Kessler, Linda
The Bookmobile will be par- Dee Halcomb, and one brother
L. 'Ombra, Semen)? S. Knight, ticipating 10 the program also.
In-law Beauton Fitts, all of Cal.
Linda T. Lilly, Max L. Outland, Children may check out and reloway County.
L. W. Patterson, Lou Ann Phil- turn their books at their sheJohn H. Rehman, James uled bookmobile stops and
Robinett, Phyllis Saxon, Delores leave their reading list with
A. Shelton, Larry G. Smith, the Bookmobile Librarian.
Nannette Solomon, Charles
"This program is offered priStory, Terry E. Turner, Lorry marily for entertainment while
Walston, George F. Ward, educating children to good
Claude B. White, and Larry hooka and rea.ding", said Mrs.
Wayne Wilson.
Margaret Trevathan, Librarian,
Bachelor of Science in Nursing:
Martha 0. Adams, Carol R
Boaz, Linda F. Clark and MarOahe A. Hendon.
Bachelor of Arts: Daniel
Becker, Cynthia Hall, Paula A
The Hazel United Methodist
Holliday, Benjamin Humphrey, Church held a fellowship supEdwin R. Larson, Ronnie V. per keit week to welcome back
Ragsdale, Richard R. Tidwell their minister, Bro. Coy E. Garand Mary K. Youngerman
rett, for another year.
Bachelor of Science in SunSeveral of the members
R.
ned: John S. Bennett, Ann
brought guests and following
Harris, Anna F. Latham, Mary the meal, group singing was
B. Paschall, Thomas Perdew, held.
Robert D. Potts, Charles S. Sex04on, and Jadies M. Sykes.
CIRCLI MEETING
Bachelor of Science in Home
Annie Armstrong Circle YOUNGEST CASUALTY of the
The
Economics: Jane E Bryan, Myra
of the Hazel Baptist Church fighting in Vietnam is MaJ. Bury, Barbara B. Jewell.
Bachelor of Music Education: will meet in the home of Mrs. rine Pfc Dan Bullock. killed
'Zelda Reynolds on Tuesday, in action at 1.5 years old He
Rebecca M. Grant.
11
Bushels,- eit.-Selene* in Agri. JUIN 17. at sevea p.m. with had about hla aRe to enlist
culture: Jimmy D. Geurin and Mrs. Brent Langston in charge last September in Brooklyn
of the cgela.program.
Michael C. Neel.
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Held For Minister
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Art Showing Is
Underway This
Week At rt, Guild

Funeral Wednesday
For Edwin Sholar,
Body Arrives Today

An area artists slowing is
underway at the lltuney Art
Guild, located on East Main,
just east of the Bank of Murray. The Guild has moved from
its former quarters above the
Ben Franklin Store.
Works of artists from Mayfield, Fulton, Clinton, Blandville and Hopkinsville are on
display. Several mediums have
been used by these artists including oil, watercolor and ken.
Guild officials ewPrits•d
pleasure at this first showing
Funeral services for Warrant
of area artists and said that
Officer Edwin Franklin Sholar
this is a culmination of two
have been scheduled for WedSAYS BILLY GRAHAM, "Anyone walking down Tunes Square
years work. The local guild was
nesday at two p. m. at the chacan see why New York is in need of a green-floral and spiritorganized about two years ago
pel of the Max H. Churchill Fuual awakening." as he stops at display of racy magazines.
and everyone interested in
neral Home.
drawing, painting or sculpture
Rev. Charles Blair and Rev:
is invited to membership in the
Norman Culpepper will
organization.
iate at the times-al services.
There is one one professional
military rites will be held id
artist in the local Guild, with
the graveside at the Murray
practically all members paintMemorial Gardens.
ing or drawing for their own
The Calloway County soldier
CAIRO, Ill. nv — Snipers
pleasure OT just to improve
was reported missing in action
shot at firemen and police at
their ability as artists.
in Vietnam on Saturday, June
the scene of a warehouse fire John Ed Scott, local weather
The general public is invited
7, and on Sunday, June 8, his
housingSunday night near the
that
morning
this
said
."solbserver,
to attend the showing of the
wife, the former Jcyce Barnes
propject that has been ""na.89 inches of rain have fallen
area artists.
of Mayfield, was notified of his
scene of recent racial violence. since eight a. no. on Thursday.
death by a representative of the
Two police chiefs, in the midThis is the first rain reportUnited States Army.
st of a change of command, di- ed to hare fallen in Murray
Has parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elrected the quelling of the dis- since May 24.
mer Sholar of the Coldwater
turbance. It was the second
The rainfall from Thursday
Road, Murray and his sister,
straight night of unrest, ending at 8 a. m. to Friday at 8 a. m.
Miss Linda Sholar of Memphis,
Edwin Franklin Shofar
a two week calm in the city of was 3.10, from Friday at 8 a.
Tenn., were also notified of his
8,000 to which National Guard
ni- to Saturday at 8 a In- VMS
A two-bail foursome will be
missing in action and his death
troops had been called earlier .93, and from Saturday at
8
by a representative of the Army
featured
at the regular ladies
this spring to impose a fragile
and their minister, Rev. Nora- 1°. to Sunday at 8 a- In- was golf day at the Calloway Coun
truce.
man Culpepper.
LW, making a total of 5.89 try Club on ,Wednesday, June
No injuries were reported inches.
WO Sholar had been serving
18 beginning at nine a. m.
WASHINGTON Lit — The
during the four-hour disturbfcilowing pairings have Supreme Court ruled today
in Vietnam as a pilot flying die
The
10
p.m.
besan
at
ance that
UH-1 ;helicopter since January
been. made and anyone else that the House of RepresenSunday with a fire at Elias
wishing to play will be paired tatives improperly excluded tot this year.
Warehouse officials believed
The helicopter pilot was graat the tee.
Rep. Adam Clayton Powell,
was arson. The building had
Sadie West, Janice Austin; 0.-N.Y., from the 90th Con- duated front flight school at
been fire bombed during preFort Rucker, Alabama en JanJane Fitch, Ann Montgomery. gress on March I, 1967.
vious disturbances.
Dabs/ Pr••• lateniatkosal
Eleanor Diuguid, Mona Pun
uary 14 of this year and recta.*
opinion,
Chief
fol62-page
In 's
A flurry of false alarms
ed
his commission as Warrant
done Edwina Simmons, Lanette
said:
Justice Earl Warren
lowed, leading to reports of
Officer at that time.
Fair to partly cloudy and Thurman.
Clayton PowAdam
"Since
several other establishments on
The Murray serviceman enMargaret Shuffett, Jean Lindcool today and tonight. High
ell Jr. was duly elected by tered
fire in the city.
sey; Opha Spiceland, Jennie Sue
the United States Army
Officials said the Elias fire, today in the 70s and 80s. Low Smock.
the voters of the 11th Con- January 8,
1968, and completed
New
of
District
building
Fair
and
the
tonight
in
the
50s.
gressional
which destroyed
basic training at Feet Polk, LouVenela Sexton, Pearl Tucker;
ineligible
York and was not
and its contents of retail mer- mild Tuesday.
isiana.
Ruth Wilson, Charlene Doss.
of the
chandise, was the only fire
Slusmeyer, Mary undor any provision
Elizabeth
WO Sholar had five months
was
House
LOUISVILLE, Ky. BPS — The
the
Sunday night an dearly today.
Constitution,
primary helicopter training at
Ryan; Sue Brown, Peggy BillNo damage estimate. was avail- five-day Kentucky weather out- ington.
without power to exclude him
Fort Wolters, Texas, and then
able, but officials said it was a look, Tuesday through Satur- Betty Lowry, Anna Harris; from its membership."
four months advance training at
dePowell's
total loss.
Warren said
day.
Fort Rucker, Ala.
Sally Crass, Clover Cotham.
Police said the shots fired at
Temperatures will average 2 Norma Frank, Annette Alex- mend of back pay for the sesSholar is a graduate of Murthem and the firemen fighting to 5 degrees below the normal ander; Urbena Koecien, Chris sion from which he was bar- ray University School
and atfirst
considered
should
be
the blaze came from several 85-90 highs and 62-69 lows.
red
Graham.
tended Vanderbilt University
courts.
locations, including the alllower
by
Rainfall will total about an
and Murray State University. He
Alice PurdonfAharoo Wells;
Negro Pyramid Courts housing inch mostly during the week- Betty Scott, Flo Hendrickson.
and his wife were married on
ptoject one and one-hall blocks end.
Shirley
Sullivan,
August 18, 1968, at the MemernJerlene
away. No arrests were made.
Lai Baptist Church. She is noW
Boone; Juliet Wallis, Reba Overby.
employed as a desk clerk at the
Holiday Inn at Mayfield.
Nell Roach, Delores Warner;
Robinson, Frances
Euldene
The serviceman is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Joyce Barnes
Parker.
Carol Hibbard, Dot Emerson;
Sholar of Mayfield Star Route;
his parents,-Mr. and Mrs. ElThe Vacation Bible School is thus Orr, Irene Chitwood.
A two car accident occurred mer Sholar of Murray; his sisLou Doran, Pat McKinney;
Sixty-five students and tea- being held at the Mason's ChapSunday
8:31
p.
m.
on
Main
at
Beverly Wyatt.
ter, Miss Linda Sholar of Memchers began a week-long Vaca- el United Methodist Church Patsy Miller,
Anna Mary Adams, Euvanelle Street at Sixth Street, accord- phis, Tenn.; his parents-in-law,
tion Church School at First this week.
Classes are being held from Mitchell; Edna Knight, Billie ing to the report filed by the Mr. and Mrs. Robert Baines of
Christian Church this morning
investigating officers of the Mayfield Stare Route.
at nine o'clock. -The Church 8:45 to 11 a.m. each day Carroll.
Holt; Re- Murray Police Department.
Murphy,
Pat
Nelda
All
Friends may call at the Max
June
20.
through
Friday,
the
Today"
is
World
In The
Cars involved were a 1968 H. Churchill
Irvan, Jennie Hutson.
Funeral Home aftheme of this year's School. children are invited to attend becca
Oldsmobile
four
door
driven
by
Frances Hulse, Rochelle Writer six p. m. today (Monday).
Students participating are
ght; Betty Jo Purdom, Geneva Alva Darrel Murray of Largo,
beim 8th grade down to four
ONE CITED
Fla., and a 1959 Ford four door
tricCage.
year olds. The classes are dividMadelyn Lamb, Betty Ste- owned by Patricia Kimbro and
ed into Kindergarten, Primary,
One person was cited by the wart; Evelyn Jones, Helen driven by Ira Cecil Kinthro of
Junior, and Youth.
Murray Police Department over
Murray Route Four.
Mrs. Bailey Gore is this year's the weekend. The citation was Pugh.
Police said Kiinbro was gowill
be
System
Calloway
The
director. Kindergarten teachers for speeding.
ing east on Main Street and was
winners.
determine
irked
to
include Jane Taylor, Pat Clark,
next to the centerline making
Joyce Hopkins, and Barbie Vana right hand turn. Murray slowMeter. Glenda Boone, Shirley
ed down when Kinthro turned
Sirs. Lois Spiceland Walker
Roberts, Leah Fulton, and Lynn
right and hit the Kinthro car of 501 Pine Street, Murray,
Reagan are leading Primaries.
in the right side, according to posed away Saturday at 11 p.m.
Junior teachers and helpers inthe police report.
at the Murray-Caloway County
clude Janice Austin, Frances
Damage to the Murray car Hospital.
Johnson, Tresa McCord, and
was on the left heart and to
She was 74 years of age and
Ruth Titswartle. Margaret Portthe Kimido car an the right her death was due to compliTwo members of, Woodmen bout 1910 and became active in
er and Betty Hale are directing
side:
cations following an extended
Grove 126 were honored Thurs. the lodge. She held offices both
the Youth Department.
Another minor accident was
alas. Clem Moore is coordin- day evening, June 11, at the locally and in the state. She reported Friday at ten a. in. illness. She was a member of
ating the refreshments, assist- 6:30 dinner meieting at the Mur- attended many national con- .on South 5th Street in front of the Church of Christ.
Survivors are her husband,
ventions and was honored with
ed by Mrs. Clifford Eubanks ray Woman's Club House.
Mitten & Hodge More.
Cecil Walker of 501 Pine Street;
and Mrs. Robert Hopkins.
The Grove early sn the year national appointments and elecErnest Dillard Roberts of
three sisters, Mrs. Willie Ford
Deneit Tayor is directing the selected by secret ballot Miss tions.
Murray Route Three, driving a
recreation each day.
Kathleen Patterson as its choice She served as Director of 1954 Chevrolet four door, was of Wyandotte, Mich., Mrs. Thel• The sessions are held each for outstanding citizen of Mur- Lodge Activities in the states backing out of the driveway at Ma Holland of Allen Park.
day this week from 9:00 to ray for 1968 and Mrs. Jessie of Kenttl Tennessee for Fenton & Hodge, and collided Mich., and Mrs. Lucille Wiener11:30. Friday will be the con Houston Roane to be recogniz- eight years following the death with the 1968 Rambler two door ger of Highland Park, Mich.;
ed as the Woman of Woodcraft of her husband, Dr. Brent Hou- that was parted up to the curb one half sister, Mrs. Ethel Teaeluding day of the schwa
from Grove 128. Results of the ston. In recognition and in ap- on South 5th Street headed gue of Grantsville, Ill.; two
election was not made public preciation of her effiicency in south, according to the police brothers, Frank Spiceland of
Belleville, Mich., and James
until Thursday evening when
(Continued on Page Six)
report.
the awards were presented
The Rambler is owned by Spiceland of Wyandotte, Mich.
Funeral services were held
Following the dinner and busCherry Lula Gray of 207 North
today at 2:30 p.m. at the chapel
Roane was
Mrs.
session,
16th
Street,
iness
Murray.
Damage
0. H. (Bottle) Hutson is in a
Ruth Biackwood
to the Gray car was on the left of the Max H. Churchill FuneMemphii hospital for tests and escorted by bridge of honor
the
through
door
and no damage was re- ral Home with Bro. Henry Harexaminations.
gis and Bro. Arlie Larimer offront
of
4111CiOUR hell
the
the
ported
to
to the Roberts car.
His address Is Baptist Me
The Murray Fire Department
ficiating.
elegant throne had
inorial Hospital, Room 717, where an
Pallbearers were Robert Futbeen prepared for her. She was was called out twice over the
Memphis, Tenn.
crowned Queen of the Grove weekend.
(Continued on Pees Six)
Saturday at 12:05 p. m. lightby B. Wall Melugin and prening struck the barbecue block
sented a corsage.
Martha Carter, who was close- building at Owen's Food Market
SWIM PARTY
A break in was reported at
ly associated with Mrs. Roane at 1407 Wed Math Street. Firewhen the two held contracts men said some of the windows the Holiday Inn on U. S. HighThe Oaks Country Club is
with the Woodmen Circle and were knocked out from the fire way 641 South to the Murray having a swim party Tuesday,
The Good Shepherd and Marbooster
to
the
used
and
they
Police Department on Sunday June 17, for preschool chilhad traveled together, made the
tins Chapel United Methodist
at 10:40 a. m.
presentation speech awarding eiotinguish the flames.
dren, first, second and third
Churches will have a picnic at
Yesterday at five p. m. the
Robert Morrison of Oglesby, grades from 10 a. in. to 1 p. m.
a beautiful engraved medalthe City Park on Wednesday. her
lion designating her "Woman firemen were called to the Ill., reported that one Muntz Each member may bring one
June 18, at seven p.m.
of Woodcraft for 1968.', a sil- home of Herbert Key at 312 stereo tape player and fifteen guest and should also bring a
the
This is to welcome back
ver pin and an additional gift North 12th Street. Firemen said Resorted tapes were stolen from sack lunch. For further inforpastor and his wife, Rev. and from
the fire wee from .e short • Jaia 1966 Chew/111e at the Iloh
tha-hosse office.
mation call Mrs. Bill Wells 753Mrs. Johnson Easlei. Everyone
Miss Jessie joined the Wood- the wiring and the flames were day ,Inn on Saturday night.
8593.
is invited to attend.
men
Cleave at Hazel a- out on their arrival.

Snipers Shoot At
Firefighters And
Police In Cairo

Rainfall Is
Reported

Two-Ball Foursome
Featuns_OLLadies
Day At Calloway

BULLETIN

WEATHER REPORT

Vacation Church
School Opens At
Christian Church

Two Car Accident
Occurs Sunday At
Main And Sixth

Mason's Chapel Is
Having School

Mrs. Walker
Passses Away

Miss Patterson, Mrs. Roane
Honored By Woodman Grove

"Bottle" Hutson
Hospital Patient

Fire Department
Called Out Twice

Churches To Honor
Pastor At Picnic

Breakin Reported
To Morrison Car
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Murray State
Designated
Test Center
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College seniors preparing to
teach and teachers applying for
systems
positions in school
which encourage or require appliciuits to submit their scores
on the National Teacher ExaminatiOns along with their other
credentials are eligible to take
the tests.
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•U. S. Women Celebrate

BY GAY PAULEY
NEW YORK (UPI): The wording of the 19th amendment to the Constitution is simple—"the right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or
abridged by he United States or by any date on account
of sex"
41.1.

called the Wedniell
—7^' Suffrage Asemailmind—atili
' this week it is IS pen
having bees_ sioreeeil
the L. S. mom Ass 4.
1919. (It wasn't until A
26. 1930, however, that
necessary three-quarters of
the states had ratified the
amendment.)

sor

BEHIND that right that
women woo in 1919-1960
hes one of the moot militant, most courageous,
oftaw bitterest, moat prolonged campaigns for a
cause in the
hi•
the battle Is set
lI
Z
oven Thrift, for loslomes,
on igat aroma to naryins the amesehmt /est
May 13 sal num at the
Lucy Stowe Wyse say
New Mexico
Is
Even so, the
fragcttes mare cesdimed
that -with the Aft he asks,
women could dm. the
world for the better.
Did they Are they?
At least they haven't
blown it off the map as
some of the anti-suffrage
leadtrs direly predicted.

sidoes•

•
•

THEY HAVE accomplished much in the half
century, but the consume
Ii they still have a long way
to go. The fact stands in a
sampling of opinions of
women leiWan. from the
comments of one who
helped to lead the movement in the early 1900e to
modern-day females like
Betty Friedan who are
starting "the second wave
of women's campaign for
equality."
One of these women doers is Sen. Margaret Chase
Smith (R.. Maine). who says.
"women have made encouraging progress . . but not
nearly enough. If the rate
of progress is unsatisfactory, then we can blame
only ourselves for lack of
initiative."
Mrs Smith is the only
woman in the nation's 100.
member Senate and is the
ranking Republican on the
powerful armed services
Mid aeronautical and space
'deems committees.
ANOTHER powerful
woman in Washington, Virginia Mae Brown. chairman
of the Interstate Commerce
Commission (ICC), agrees
with Mrs. Smith. "They(the
women) have been responsible for many changes,' she
says. " . but much still
remains to be accomplished.
"The women who have
done things have had to as. . be
sert themselves
more aggressive." says Mrs.
Bruce Benson. of Amherst,
Mass.,'president of the powerful League of Women
Voters.
"These women who
thought they could change
the world were pretty hardheaded about it." she continues. "Failures have been
those of society, not just of
n tired of. the
Welleim.
seggegation of women . . .
they're people."

government, but adds,
"we're active in pushing
legislation . . . our women
keep after officials at the
local, state and national
levels.
To those who underestimate the power of feminine
persuasion, Mrs. Magee
points out that "we darted
kindergarten in this country, the U. S. Children's
Bureau . . . we were campaigning for conservation
as early as 1898. Of course,
now it's a red-hot issue in
Washington."
Mrs. Magee holds that
feminine progress has been
phenomenal whether you're
speaking in terms of the
millions of volunteer hours
women give or the fact that
28 million work outside the
home — "business and industry couldn't exist without them."
Betty Friedan is less enthusiastic. The author, who
set off a world of debate
oft women's role with her
"The Feminine Mystique"
In 1963, currently heads an
activist group called the
National Organization for
Women (NOW). One of its
objectives—to "o utla w"
any discrimination in any
way against women.
NOW marches the picket
line on occasion to pull
down what Miss Friedan
calls ,"the „silken curtain"
soriciv has drawn around
women.

gee. piesident of the Gen-era! Federation of Women's
Clubs (GEWC), which
worldwide has 11 million
members.
"We supported suffrage,
know." she mid_ Sha
conceded that women may
not hold any top spots in

A
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KENTUCKY DAIRY PRINCESS Margaret Ann Duvall, Finchville, poses with
Kentucky Commissioner of Agriculture J. Robert Miller and Streamvue Duchess
Fawn, one of Margaret Ann's 18 registered Holsteins. The three helped open
June Dairy Month at a kickoff luncheon at the Ramada Inn in Frankfort. Margaret Ann, a 20-year-old junior at Western Kentucky University, is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey L. Duvall, Finchville.

Wall Street
Chatter

15711 CNIEf JUSTICIF-Confirmed by the Senate, Warren Earl Burger is the 15th
eirCef- jeotiree of ttw thetted
States. ingceeding retiring
Chief Justice Earl Warren

Last year more 'than 98,000
candidates took the examinations, which are prepared and administered by Educational Testtog Service of Princeton, N.J.
The designation of Murray Sta..,
te as a test center for these
examinations will give prospective teachers in the area an
opportunity to compare their performance on the examinations

When you buy a garment marked "polyester", you can be sure
t will be durable, will keep its
shape well, and will be easy to
care for. How can you tell? The
word "polyester" on the label
Is your clue. Polyester is a manmade fiber produced from dements found in coal, air, water
and petroleum. One of the outstanding characteristics of polyester is its crispness, either
alone or in blends with other
fibers. This means polyester fabrics will not will or sag. Polyesters marked "wash and wear"
can go through the entirewashing
cycle and into the dryer, but shoud be removed and put on hangers
as soon as the dryer stops. When
polyester is blended with certain
other fibers, dry cleaning maybe
necessary. For this roam it's
important to read the label or
hang-tags and fellow OM Male
facturers instructions. Be mire
to keep hangtags in a convenient
place so you can refer to than
when laundering your polyester
articles. With proper care, they
will give you many years of good
service. — Mrs. Catherine C.
Thompson.

*Today & Tues.
AP4SWHS VIOLENCE — The
of the National
chftirl
Violence Commission, Milton S. Eisenhower, listens to
a newsman's question in
Washington after declaring
the commission believes colleges and universities should
develop plans for dealing
quickly and firmly with student violence.

No one woman
could satisfy him...
until he fell in love.
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Watching the Girls Go by Is
Almost Impossible to Play Now
styles, now go along with
the trend.
Stbdents in schools still
frowning on long hair, however, do have one alternat i v e. One New York hair
stylist has devised, for after-school wearing, what he
calls the "unisex

Advertised as a hairpiece
for both boys and girls, the
wig is a shaggy creation of
straight hair reaching be1 o w the ears—perfect for
the kids who want to be
"with it" among themselves
although their parents or
schools say no.
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EVEN THE SHOES—
from sandals to heavy brogans—are interchangeable.
The girls traded their

fashions are worn by both
boys and girls. A large New
York department store recently advertised "unisex"
see-through lace pants
suits.
Accessories can also be
"unisex."
Some boys as .well as
si now carry pock e ts — either sholderbags resembling binocular
cases or pouches that can
be hooked to a belt.
Supe r-sized sunglasses
are also the rage. The giant
glasses have pink. blur, yellow or lavender frames and
matching lenses.
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BY PATRICIA E. DAVIS
The growing "unisex" fashion
NEW YORK
trend among young people has made more challenging
than ever the game over-30-s have been playing for some
time—trying to tell the boys' from the girls.
adorbed with buckles,
chains and brass rings.
Bell-bottomed slacks or
jeans are the unisex clothes
rage, the wider the leg the
bette r. Denims are the
most popular, but brightcolored cottons — red, orange and even purple—run
a close second. Both are
worn with bulky, shapeless
sweaters or surplus Army
jackets.
EVEN SEE-THROUGH.
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SWEDISH DESIGNER Sighsten Heggord and
his fiancee, Ann Jennifer, model the designer's newest his 'n' hers look for Fall, 1969.
The "unisex" outfits feature wrap-around
coats over wide-legged trousers in doubleknit.-

From a back view, and
sometimes from the front,
it can be rough to tell the
kids apart.
THAT LONG-HAIRED
girl in the chartreuse bellbottomed slacks and sandals may really be a boy,
while her (or his) companion, wearing masculine
denim work clothes and
combat boots, may turn out
to be a girl.
They look alike —a n d
that's the idea.
The "u nise x" trend,
which began when boys let
their crewcuts grow out to
shoulder length and the
girls switched from curls to
straight tresses.' is now a
head-to-toe proposition.
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FORMER NUN WEDS JEW — Jacqueline Grennan 1second
right), former nun now president of Webster College, a
small school for girls in St. Louis, Mo , stands with her
husband, Paul .1. Wexler (right), Jewish recording executive, following their interfaith marriage. At the left are
his children by his former wife, Wendy and Wayne.
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People want to be able to pay for necessary Hospital and Doctor bills without interfering
with their plans. And that is what BLUE CROSS° and BLUE SHIELD° is all about —
helping you budget in advance for the cost of unexpected illness or accidents.
. 'firml.SE
R lIE II.T11(ARE PROTECTIO,N
FROW THESE RE.11.1STU: RENA:FITS:
For Hospital Services — BLUE CROSS* ,
• 520! $25. $30 or $35 room allowances
• Covered hospital services PAID IN FULL
For Physician Services — ULM SHIELD*
• Schedule C. surgical allowance up to $270
• Schedule D. surgical allowances up to $405
(Roth include tliMICOMPS for in -hospital medical, a-ray and anesthesia)
For Long Torm or Catastrophic Maass or Injury — Extended Benefits Endorsement
•EXTENDS hospital benefits from 70 to 730 days
• INCREASES surgical and medical protection
• PROVIDES allowances for
•Doctors' Hans,and Office Visits AND Outpatient
Prescription Drugs — folknoing in-hospital care
•Outpatient Diagnostic Service
•Private Duty Nursing Care — in the hospital
•Nursing How Care — following in-hospital tare

• °
j
BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD help inye you financial peace of mind
in the event of illness or injury. Benefits are available to individuals, families
and employee groups of five or more.
Farp H
Members,see your F.anyi ItayealAgent

%

high - heeled, needle •t o e
blunt - nosed
FURNITURE TRENDS — Tall pumps
chunkIthoes, while the
slim pieces of furniture are tin- ho ys did the same with
portant. They are good mixers their rounded toe shoes
and are good for any small spare, Shoe colors available are
They cancel out small space the same for both sexe 5,
limitations. They are decorative from the basic browns and
JEWELRY, too, has gone
between windows or in hallways blacks to bright reds and
unisex, with boys and girls
and lend themselves to modern or greens, And both are
covering their fingers with
traditional schemes . — Mrs.
wainscot of paneling which re- rings and wearing masses
Mildred W. Potts
sists abrasion and scratches, of chains. .
But the major role
Wainscots are useful and hand.
movemen
"unisex"
PANEL WAINSCOTS — H
to
me
dining areas, halls and
Ia
by the B
webers can save frequent wall stairways. Usually, wainscots bly is played
Bill-like hair styles.
yashing zed redecorating
may be lectallagrdireetly
--Afwity aeltwolat -at first rePly by protecting the most vul- existing painted'Fr paPered
luctant to approve of t h e
nerable areas by installing a lls. — Mrs: Juanita Amonett
.s haggy shoulder-length
•

15 teaching area examination..
which are designed to evaluate
his understanding of the subject
matter and methods applicable
to the area he may be assigned
to teach.
"Bulletins of Information" describing registration procedures'
and containing registration forms may be obtained from the
Murray State testing center or
directly from the National Teacher Examinations, Educational'
Testing Service, Box 911,Princeton, N.J., 08540. Dr. Rye said
prospective teachers planning to
take the test should obtain their
"Bulletins of Information" promptly.

1.•

Who, Which '.ond Why?

Membership in Kentucky Extension Homemakers Club totalled 26,519 women enrolled in
1,626 clubs.
-/
addition to those enroll-6d
WHAT DO THE women In In
Homemakers Clubs, morethan
who helped with the suffragette movement "w a y 141,000 persons were reached
back when" think their with Extension Home Economics
voting rights have wrought. information during 1968, through
"Well, we've managed to efforts of Extension agents,leadchange a lot of laws that ers and Homemakers, — Mrs.
needed changing." says Maxine Griffin
Elsie Hill. of South Norwalk, Conn.
What are the equivalents for
"But you know." says seasonings in different forms?
this lively woman of 85, One tablespoon of fresh herbs
"the suffrage amendment equals 1 teaspoon dried cracked
doesn't even mention wom- herb leaves. One teaspoon dried
en "She argues that women cracked herb
leaves is equal to
still do not have equality
and that jusl a few words Ifs teaspoon powdered herbs. —
in the Constitution would Miss Patricia Everett
take care of the matter—
CHARACTER BUILDING IN
"equality of rights under
thr law shall aot be ab- CHILDREN — It is natural for
ridged .
parents to want their children
The ontelme suffragette to do well in school, but with
belongs to the Lucy Stone the intense competition that exorganization. named for ists in many aspects of a child's
one of the first leaders of life such-as school grades, sporthe suffrage movement ts, personal popularity, etc., parand still active in the bat- ents may have to make certain
tle to banish numerous
discriminations it contends choices. If parents value honesty
still exist—such as the in their boys and girls, they
right to equal pay for must avoid giving importance
equal work, the right for to the "glories" In these fields,
equal education.
School marks are less important
than honesty. Glory on the playground less important than good
sportsmanship. Even popularity
may cost too much, MIMI 1 person has to give up his standards,
nines' and ideals to "win" in
these areas, then the price is
too high for it may seem the
loss of self-respect for himself.
It is the parents who mulst teach
the child to understand and help
the child to build character that
will make him proud of himself.
— Miss Irma Hamilton

ONE OF THE women
leaders who thinks that
feminine accomplishments
In the last 50 years have
been "almost unbelievable"
Ii Mrs. Walter Varney Ma-

with candidates throughout the
country, Dr. Rye said.
At the one-day session a candidate may take the Common
Examinations, which include tests in professional education and
general education, and one of the

Murray State University has
been designated as a test center
for administering the Nat101111
Teacher Examination on July 19,
according to Dr. Donald Rye,
director of the testing center
at the university.

3

'Fifty Years Of
Equal Rights?

MONDAY — RINE 16. 1969
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BLUE CROSS' and BLUE SHIELD"'
a

BLUE CROSS HOSPITAL PLAN, INC.
KENTUCKY PHYSICIANS MUTUAL INC.
3101 Bardstown Road•Louisville, Ky. 40205•(502)452-1511

For more information send us the coupon, today!
•111•11011•••1 rovie• onsets ot the Am•,...• 14•sprt., 11....otiam

•146.0•••• •••ok• Nun.

BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD
3101 Bardstown Rood, Lewisville, Ky 40205

Ab• N•s,•••4 A...,.t,••1 Si.. ‘h,.14

GROUP PLANS MAY III 10111110 WIMP,
!MINI *RI 501 MORI IMPIOTIIS

MUFt1,989
HOME ADDRESS
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZI
Please send me, withotte obligation, information on health care benefits and eligibility
requirements.
I am [7] Interested in forminga group. 0 64 years of op or neer. Li A member reaching 19
ID A college ausleal
-1D,Itoriember gersing merrieel.
---e4ww43•••werl-ager.
(Farm Bureau Mentbort, tett your Foim Bureau Agent /
NAME
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'BASEBALL ROUNDUP
American League
By FRED DOWN
UPI Sports Writer

total to 52. Dave Beentl pitched a Livekitter, enbeithihed with
seven strikeouts, br his eighth
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Namath Hies
Private Eye

Sports Parade,

the Open and after two rounds
By MILTON REIMAN
Trevino, the defend* champ,
NEW YORK em — Jos NeUPI Sports Writer
meth his hired a private di
was all finished. Be didn't even
teethe to screw gamblers and NEW YORK UPI - There's a make the alt.
Maffe members from his Maw guy who has been sideing up
batten her.
Playing Very Poorly
quietly to Orville Moody for moBobby Van, manager of Ns- re than 10 years now.
R.!
'matb's %elision III bar an- He hasn't been looking to sell "I was playing very poorly,fa
nouneed Sunday James L. Lyn- him French post cards • he has he said. "I didn't get up for 14'
ch, a former FBI agent and se- been looting to sell Orville Moo- I don't think I should've playid
curity expert, had been hired
the week badore. But you live
dy only on himself.
by Nemeth Aar quarterback of The first time he spoke with and learn. I think, at least
champion
pro
New
the
football
him was tack in 1958 when they hope, I served well for my year
York -lets.
as champion."
were both in Japan.
Nemeth his been
play
anybody
saw
never
"I
by football commissioner Pets
Lee Trevino need have no worsaid
JOHN G. GRIFFIN
Roadie of the NFL because golf like you do," the guy GI, ry on that score. He was one of
Army
UPI Sports Editor
I. known gasahlers sod criminals to Moody, than an
the most popular Open champions
frequent 141mattes bar, accord- "If I were you, I'd be thinking ever.
when
golf
of
career
a
making
of
HOUSTON UPI - Out of th ing to police reports Rowilet reAs for Orville Moody, he eats
I got out of service."
wreckage of a bogey-blasted
coeval.
141 after the first two rounds,
But "brow:Wray Joe" Resigned "No," Orville Moody replied. at
round when it seemed no
four strokes behind pace-setter
the
in
stay
to
going
I'm
think
"I
the
June
from
Jets
8
zither
wanted to win emerged toda
Deemailogia.ige011F Shaved that
a plain-speaking old country
than sell his interest in the Army."
margin to hies strokes after 54
being
life
and
passed
Time
nicknamed "Clekvey" as then fashionable East Side club.
the was it is, that same guy Mks at which point Miller BarU. S. Open golf champ
found himself playing two prac- ber Was ahead of the pack.
the question is whether his
Like everybody else, Trevino
tice rounds with Moody last week
will wreck the whole game.
had his eyes glued to the TV
Open.
S.
U.
the
before
Houston
in
Was there ever a more
When the rounds were over, he set Sunday evening at his home
likely golf champion than "C
In El Paso. He watched every
said:
exproperly,
evey" or, more
shot along with his wife and a
a
got
you've
think
I
"Orville,
Army sergeant and fourth
friend.
tourthis
win
to
chance
helluva
taw Indian Orville James Moody
"Oh, lookee here, Orville's
nament, I mean it."
of Killeen, Texas?
gonna win the tournament," TreMooOrville
"Well,"
parried
who
Moody,
The 35-year-old
vino exclaimed when Bob Rosdy, "we'll see."
is only on his second year as a
who was pressing Moody,
burg,
touring golf pro, had to sink a
botched up a four-footer on the
Quite A Long Shot
14-Inch putt on the final green OWENSBORO, Ky. UPI - Miss
18th.
Sunday to win the U. S. cham- Budweiser,
But then the camera showed
pretty
is
million
200
of
out
One
i*
S
,
i
„,
u
„_,
nui
running
pionship worth maybe a million
making a bad chip on the
Moody
Petersburg Fla. and Puutw 0
wouldn't
shot
long
'
a
of
much
dollars.
Bill Sterett of Owensboro, Ky.,
17th and Trevino swung the other
Moody thus finished a ftnal has taken the early season lead you say? At last count there way.
round of two-over-par 72 with In total points among the coun- were more than 200 million per"Oh my, he's gonna blow it,"
sons in the country and of that
one birdie and three bogeys and
try's unlimited hydroplanes.
he
said.
felt
think
you
do
many
how
total
a 72-bole score of 281. Geiberger. Miss
Budweiser ran her point
Moody then hit the prettiest
Rosburg and Bemsui deadlocked count to 2,226 Sunday when she or said Orville Moody would be seven iron you ever saw 15 feet
the 1969 Open champ. Exactly one,
at 282, and then came Bob Murreared home a winner in the Lee Trevino was that one. By from the pin on the final hole
phy, the first-round leader, at
third and flnal heat to take the
and Trevino smiled and said.
283. Barber, who started the day $5,500 first prize in the first sheer coincidence be happened "That sonuvagun just won him4-under - par and wound up 4- Kentucky Governor's Cup Race to be the 1968 Open champ, and
be sheer coincidence yet he also self the tournament."
over-par, tied at 2.84 with Auson the Ohio River.
He was right.
tralian Bruce Crampton and Ar- Sterett and his craft finished happened to be the same guy
"I'm so happy for him, it's'
Japan
in
Moody
with
spoke
who
nold Palmer, whose efforts to with a total of 1,025 points to
unbelievable," says Trevino abo"Charge" produced only a 72. edge out second-place Notre Da- and again in Houston the other
ut the 35-year-old Moody who spethe
win
could
he
him
telling
day,
final
a
Moody thus finished
me, driven by Leif Bergersen whole works.
nt 14 years in the Army.
round of two-over-par 72 with of Seattle, Wash., which finished
After Moody won the Open
one birdie and three bogeys and with 1,000 points. Notre Dame is Lee Trevino loves to share Sunday, President Nixon called
a 72-bole score of 281. Al Gel- second in season points with things with everybody. If he has
something good he doesn't be- him fron the White House.
berger, Bob Rosburg and Deane 1,769.
Moody said he got a kick out
in keeping it all to himself
lieve
Semen deadlocked at 282, and
of the call.
the
to
in
him
called
they
when
so
then came Bob Murphy, the first- Bill Muncey, also of Seattle,
Lee Trevino called Orville Moround leader, at 283. Miller Bar- drove Miss U. S. to a third- press tent for one of those pre- ody before the Open.
him
asked
and
interviews
Open
-under4
day
ber, who started the
place finish with 619 points.
Now there was a call. One in
par and wound up 4-over-par, tied Miss Budweiser, which has whom he thought would win he 200 million.
he
what
said
and
out
right
came
at 284 with Aastralian Bruce now won three straight hydroCrampton and Arnold Palmer, plane regattas, averaged 92.78 thought. Orville Moody. Predicwhose tends to "charge" pro- miles per hoer over the total tably, the next question was why?
"Well," said Trevino, "Iplayduced only a 72. ..",
distance of 45 miles, Previous
4 bi-,
•••>1.•.1 id, 14,
"That was the. highlight of wins for Miss Budweiser came ed two practice rounds witt'OrA
sacling car
ebri
power
played
he
thought
the day for me," said Moody In last week's Dixie Regatta at ville and I
plowed into a small grouptof
irons
his
with
Particularly
great.
Preswith
about his conversation
Lake Guntersville, Ala., and
spectz,tors at Naters, Switzerident Nixon. But he didn't miss the Aria= Governor's Cup race and this is a course where irons land, yesterday, killing a Swiss
important.
extremely
are
the opportunity for a quip.
at the (tad of the 1968 season.
the bit names are mother, her two children and
The race was run in three, "None of
I'm not playing two young girls. The seven-liwell.
playing
15-mile heats over a 21/2 mile
Billy Casper ter Cobra picked up speed on a
either.
well
that
EDT
All Times
straightaway and went out of
oval course. Skies were cloudy
Open but he
Western
the
won
control. The driver, Gwer Reiand temperatures in the low 60s,
grass
Bermuda
the
Oakland Hunter 3-6 and Lau- Miss U. S. ran the fastest doesn't play
chen, was not injured . .
serique 2-1 at Kansas City Butler of the day with a docking of they have here Is well as beater Mike Began, Seattle's flying
Pilot with a .302 batting aver2-2 and Bunker 2,-3, 2, 7 p.m. 107,27 mph and also took hon- rye.
California Murphy 4-3 at Min- ers for the fastest heap with a "Moody may not be as great age, goes against baseball traif
but
Casper
Billy
a golfer as
dition and says, "I'm lucky not
nesota Perry 4-3 or Woodsen 3-2, 102.567 mph clocking.
he could putt he would be. He's to be a Yankee." While he was
9 p.m.
Other beats and the order of file a man who never gets in trouble.
with New York, he played beSeattle Marshal 3-7 vs. Chiwere: Mary's Special, Miss
cago at Milwaukee Wynne 0-01 Owensboro, miss etactison, Atlas He's always concentrating and he hind Mickey Mantle and Joe
strikes the ball well. That's why Pepitone and didn't do much to
8:30 p.m.
Van Lines, Pride of Payn'Pak,
.1 like his chances so much." attract attention.
Boston Nagy 3-0 at Cleveland and Avair Probe,
Then they went out to play
Tient 3-8, 7:45 p.m.
Detroit McLain 9-5 at New "
York Peterson 8-6 1} p.m.
Only Games Scheduled

Brig= Yong liasithall Ex -Army
Aal km Chi Standings Sergeant
USTFF Isetplikutudimtureztattntioaa Wins Open

Jkintle Hall drove is tour
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sawed Rod Carew Boa Ihkd psis nu luipekleil alter some two-run hisser for the Cats to Detre* 7 Kansas City 0
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Giants Win Doubleheader
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seven-hitter to gain the triumph.
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Executive Shirt Service *
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a three-run homer with one out
In the last of the ninth that
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Bil Sterett
ms Regatta

Tuesday's Games
Oakland at Kan. City, night
Calif. at Minnesota, night
Seattle at Chicago 2, twi-night
Boston at Cleveland, night
Baltimore at Wash. night
Detroit at New York 2, twinight.
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with a pair of ekOes itta
Atlanta pastPittsburgh. •
hits highlightedia two-rue moss*
inikg sad a direm-ron lurk
Ron Reed, Wockeid out in bur •
eighth, picked ip he victory
while Steve Blass took the kW.
Terry Harman third hit of
the game a bases-leaded single
in the 14, scored Ricardo Joeeph from third as PhUneigik
beet San Diego. Narmee's es
came off Jack fialdecbea„ Ate
relieved starter Clay Kirby when
Joseph and Mike Ryan bit tiro-out
singles. WOOdy Frythila
2.3 innings to gain the vickry.

Progressive management...

Modern sales and service facilities ...
Sound merchandising practices ...
High quality standards ...
Continuing interest in rendering superior service
to Ford owners during the year 1988
TONY CoUlLICI, 2, feels that thumb sucitinq is a
...m.
whein let better than playlInf. basebill as his fathan,..e
Frani fries is fake the Ousel, away during the MinnieWe twins annual "Father-len" vim* yesterday.
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Stuttgart Ballet Has
An International Look

Plione.7511-1917 or 763-4047

Tuesday, June 17
The Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church Women's Society of Christian Service will
meet at the drank at two p.m.
'Si

siallo sin.AMIN.PEEP Asmo. 4Noso• 4WD.oAPP.

Murray Asnaleilly No. 19 Or ilr Neste at koaboke
der of the Rainbow for Girls Park.
will meet atthe Masonic Rill
at seven p.m.
•• •

State doming from the eighth grade

•••

and entering the high school

band this tall.

Clock
Happy

Tbe lathes day Insicheso Ile
•••
be served at the Oahe COWS*
Night will be held
Stag
Men's
The Christina Women's Fel- Club with Ratty
at the Calloway County Coun=
.
_
:
Christina and Lilly Johnson 111.11
lowship of the
as
Church will have a potledt sap- of the hostesses composed of' try Club at 8:90 p.m. with Char
FEDERALSBURG, MD.
les Sexton, Ed West, James IL (UPI) —
per and installation of new of- Marilyn Adkins,
Alfred Sherman, a
Lowry
Allbritten,
and
C.
Dr.
C.
J0nes
'
D°rthil
ficers at the home of Mrs. 0. Nancy Willie Beverly Spina.
bakery employe, stages a
hosts.
as
B. Boone, Lynn Grove Road. at Eleanor D'Angelo, Carol Crouch,
•••
• clock-in every midnight in his
HINTS FOR LAUNDERING family. — Miss hens Hamiltoa. II:30 P.m
Janice Stubblefield, Nell Tar
home in this quiet Eastern Shore
•
•
•
Or.
511
Chapter
Hill
Temple
•
•
•
PERMANENT PRESS FABkett, Donnie Foust, Margaret der
of the Eastern Star will community.
Are you invited to a June
RICS — You've heard • lot aChurch Wo- or, and Jeep West.
The First BaptistTayl
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
bout "Permanent 'press in Ti. wedding mid wondering what man's Missionary Society will
•••
At the stroke of midnight,
p.m.
cent rne:.tte. and you've probab- to wear/ Women guest attend- meet at the church at 9:30 "D.
An
luncheon
open
at
the 114 clocks in Sherman's
$1.5(
• ••
the
except
•
weddings
•
•
ail
ing
ly added some permoussat prom
per person will be held at the
home do their own thing,
garments to your wardrobe. most formal will be appropriCircle I of the First United Calloway County Country Club
Friday, June 20
chiming an old cacophonous
Here are some suggestions en ettly dressed in a basic dress or Methodist Church WSCS will with serving from 12 noon to
The New Hope Homemakers blend of music, bells and chimes.
laundering that can latdp yea suit, made of crepe, knit. Hume meet at the social hall at two one p.m. For reservations call Club will meet at the Paris
that
hat
and
a
silk,
or
thentung
their
of
U.
take advantage
p.m. Hostesses will be Mrs. R. Jack Belote, Bill Hine, Don Landing State Park at 8:30 p.m
Waltzes, like the "Blue
•b•
care features. Fine. be sure you matches or blends in color with C. Ward and Mrs. J. C. Joiner. Tucker, or Ace McReynolds.
Danube" blend with other tunes,
hat
after-five
The
• ••
costume.
have read the label anceor hang- the
•••
Sunday, June 22
clash with the national anthems
tag. Follow carefully any direc- is usually a small one made ef
Wednesday, June 18
The Murray Business and Pro. of
Thursday, AM* 19
France and Great Britain, and
tions ge"en there Turn slacks fabric or veil and trimmed with
The Pottertown Homemakers
The Calloway County High fessional Women's Club will
and plered slums inside out be- flowers, glitter or feathers. The Club will meet at the Holiday School Band Boosters Club will have breakfast at the Holiday tangle with religious hymns like
fore washing U. protect the whiinsey is a good selection for Inn at tea a.m. A special film have a potluck supper at the Inn at 8:30 a.m, honoring the "Lead Kindly Light" and "Gates
Ajar."
creased edges. Don't wash white this occasion. Pumps or sandals on birds will be shown.
City Perk at 7:30 p.m. Each tam- stale president, Mrs. Leclean
Despite his chiming clocks,
• ••
and colored items together. the color of your outfit or whichaly is to bring their own silver...Hamilton. Call Mn. James SbelDon't overload the washer or blend with it are appropriate.
The Hannah Circle of the ware and plates- The club eggele. ton or Mrs. Vance for reservat Sherman depends on a special,
hand-tooled alarm clock to wake
Gloves in natural shades or WSCS of the First United Mt- hilly :invites au new mengsen
dryer.. If the garment
ions by June 18.
him at 3 A.M. for his bakery job.
&fee special inaructions about white, are good for this seams thodist Church will have a fun' and families of those just gro
ialeathing be sure to follow provided they do not give a
thL Bathe have a chlorine- spotted effect. Do not wear cor
ages when you are a guest at
soneitive Hsi& To
grease stains that have had a a wedding; these should be
chance to "age". brush the 'ta- wen only by members of the
ins with liquid detergent and wedding party. — Catherine
allow it to stay 031 the stains far Thompson.
•••
at lean an hour. The stains can
Have you been weadmilig athen be removed more easily by
;in-clean:mg solvent. bout the use of radii Mies
using
Me regular garments. perma- in Home Furnishings? In UlS,.
nent press articles can be sent the last
actual data on the Mr
By WALTER LOGAN
to the dry cleaners or can be Jere
ceptionally lightweight and cornshowed about 011116—Mequipment
coin-op
cleaned in
YORK (UPI)-The ortable for summer wear, and
NEW
fiber
used
in
home
fundshimos
consThey also can be sent to
esiiners finally got around to ends itself to the bright new
was cotton, 48% meanotlie, and
inercial laundries, although the 5%
wool. Almon allot the Mb.
en a socks and the results are olors.
garmeed" wilt receive a pewee er
in sheets alai other WINN
verything from mini-socks for
The best length for business
mg that is not neceeemy whim (such as
oil course to bright colored
pillow cases tiotskle
still over the calf with men
Dep.
they are done at bombs
covers for mattresses sad furover-the-calf socks for busi- malls- realizing something woletta Wrather. •
•
niture padc and towels and
ness wear instead of the black en liave known all the time -that has become a uniform.
GROWING UP — Tempers towelings, and much (71%) of
here is nothing uglier than an
This summer they came up xpanse of skin between .the
grown an even though that in bedspreads and quilts
feel
they very
steal
fully imam They was cotton. Manmade fiber was
with nylon filament •socks in
of a man's sock and the'
resent being looked ages as ahead of the other fibers for
diamond textures to get people
ttom of his trousers when
draperies, upready for next Fall when Argyle e is sitting with his legs
cnilciren They rebel against ea- nwiPets and rugs;
By Abigail Van Buren
.
sispowers, an
socks will return to the scene Kissed.
thority and most will feel guilafter being in limbo for the
ty about this but won't bow it. blemikednigs. — Mrs. Mildred W.
DEAR ABBY: I love my husband and feel that he has
Socks for sports offer an unThey want to do the "right Potts.
past 20 years. In another re- believable list of more than 80
been very good to me, but one thing is becoming a sore spot.
• ••
thing", but they are not sort
turn to the past they also pro- olors and
one company,
He is a real miser when it comes to my parents.
FREEELNG
VEGETABLES
they know the rules of goodduced the sheer socks of the Burlington Mills. offers a wicker
My
parents
are
and
quite
not
old
in
very
good
My
health.
Vegetables
selected
for
freezlaser
manners. Teenagers feel
father was unable to work long before his retirement age. - I 940s. decorated with clocks. chest packed with 48 pairs of
cure and miss obeying the oul- ing *add be young and tendes•
For the younger g,eneration sporta..socks. all in different
now get by on a meager Social Security check.
They
thorittitive *dolt of childhood. to the TWO stage of cooking
who never saw them it might coiors-lier the man who has
My tapband owns a cash and carry grooery store. We
But'inn lin. they want to spin They keep best if processed and
be well to explain that clocks everyling. There also is an
we not struggling. The store does very well and we have a
Independence and free Wendt placed in the freezing compare
have nothing to do with time endless choice of texture in the
merit
• much higher than average income, but my husband insists
within 6 hours after they
of adult controls.
keeping; they are decorative em- leisure field from thin nylons
Youth in this stage of life me are gathered. — Miss Pet Eve
that my parents pay the full retail price for everything. Also,
broidery running up the ankle to thick wools.
frequently erns and irritable. Net.
the store doesn't deliver, and although my husband goes
to give a touch of color to an
There are
ies. such options as
They are moody — happy sae
within two blocks of their home, he refuses to drop off their
otherwise drab bit of the ana- cushion soles, extra absorbent
hour arid miserable the mak
groceries. So my poor father has to walk nearly a mile to the
tomy.
fabrics, mini-socks for tennis
peppy one das and lazy the
store
and lug the groceries home himself.
The return to color is part players and comfort conscious
next. They are restless and
I feel terrible about this. How can I get my husband to
of the growing trend toward golfers who don't care whether
want to be -on the. go". They
change his ways?
coordination in men's wear and they are showing bare skin or
art essiIy offended, short too
the new socks supply it with not. Even some of the sports
PERPLEXED IN POUGHKEEPSIE
pered and quick 'to talk badt.
such colors as gold, mustard, socks are longer, however, .exT hee are critical. They are maDEAR PERPLEXED: Dea't waste too much eaergy
brown, rust, navy, copen blue, tending up to mid-calf.
turesome and daring. They
trying. Your hasbeed doesn't sound like much of a prize to
olive, dark green, grey. white
want to be like the gang. Thai
Pattern is coming on strong,
me. but what excuse has a daughter in better than average (for white shoes) and, of course particularly in sports wear, and
are afraid of being different be.
circumstances for allevrieg an elderly parent to lug groceries
black.
cause it might influence their
the choice includes wide racing
se foot'
It might be considered a bit stripes, signal flag designs,
popularity What can parade
gauche to match up your sorks checks and ,plaids, stripes of
do' Be sure he feels loved, so
with your necktie and pocket every. possible variety, twills,
cepted, and important to the
DEAR ABBY: What kind of crazy controversy did you
attempt .to settle by deciding it was a draw? A 16-year-old .square since the overall effect houndstooth patterns and even
would be a bit contrived. The Hawaiian prints in drop-dead
girl has a date with a boy she never dated before, and
best way would be to see that colors.
•
because her father was downstairs in the recreation room
the trousers, socks and shoesi The patterned and textured
watching television she didn't bother to take her date down to
are coordinated,
socks are becoming more prommeet him. And because maybe the father wasn't shaved, or
To complement this, the inent due to the trend towards'
maybe he had his shoes off, he didn't bother to come
shirt, jacket, tie and pocket smooth leathers in shoes and
upstairs. So who was wrong?
square should be 'coordinated boots. With a patent leather
You say, "Who's complaining? If it meant so much to the
on their own. 'Not that there sports shoe, for instance, you
girl to have her father meet the boy, shame on her for not
should . be any wildly different can wear a slick-textured sock
dragging the boy down there. And if the old man complains approach to the upper and lower for a "wet look,- or go to the
because he didn't meet the boy, shame on HIM for not going
halves of the torso -- the whol opposite extreme and add inupstairs"
picture should be tied together. terest with a contrasting weave
Well, Abby, shame on YOU' Kids should not expect their
or pattern. In many cases the
Texture
parents to come to them. The girl should have gone
attern of the slacks should dicTexture also enters the pic- tate the type of
downstairs with her date and introduced him to her father.
socks -- stripes,
ture. and there are both twill checks or houndstooth,
At teed that's the way it was at our bowie. And I didn't care
for exand thick-and-thin ribbings. But ample, would
— KIST
look good with
whether I had my shoes Of, or my tie on straight either.
the nOon filament reminiscent matching
socks and the shoes in
Today, no matter how bad the father looks, the boys who of old
time lisle
is ex- a complementarysolor.
come to take out their daughters usually look worse. We
;Sol 14.4s
:a
raised four daughters and my wife used to get so dolled up
sosseess111.411141•
us
lust to answer the door when one of the girls had a date.!
MATE \T
.1As
think the boy half expected her to go along.
'Not 411,04beible Ad, 1-4 OS,...ds cow 31, Wit.
Me I never bothered about the way I looked, but ,the
••
girls would always bring the boys to meet Pop, even if I was
NIG U S PAT Off
out in the shed back of the house in My overalls.
FOR THE FAMILY .. . OR
for 2 OR MORE PEOPLE
OLD-FASHIONED PAPA

rust

homes*

poi

--CDean.
'.1

MEN'S WEAR

Socks With Clocks
Are Coming Back

Grand' hubby,
miserly in-law

BY JACK GAVER
NEW YORK (UPI): Impresario Sol Hurok collects
ballet and other
to
dance companies the way a
star-struck kid collects-autographs. He can't get
enough of them.
The latest item in his
collection of imported
heel-and-toe actors is the
Stuttgart Ballet of Germany's Wuerttemberg State
Theater which began a
three-week stand at the
Metropolitan Opera Hous
this wed:, with an eye-fiM
u g presentation of "E u gene Onegin."
The Stuttgart hasrisen
to world prominence within
10 years under the artistic
'guidance of South Africa's
John Cranko, erstwhile of
London's Royal Ballet.

THE GIRLS probably
will show to better advantage in such subsequent
productions ,as "The(Taming of the Shrew." "Romeo
and Juliet" and the short
pieces, although there is no
fault to be found with the
"Onegin" performances of
Marcia Haydee and Susan
Henke, who are fine assets
to this ballet.

•

CRANKO himself choreographed this version df the
Alexander Puskin romance,
which first came to the
stage as one of composer
Tchaikovsky's operas, a n d
the ballet uses music from
the opera score and other
Tchaikovsky works.
It is a melodious score in
the main, and Cranko, who
can be as far out as any
choreographer, has fitted it
properly with classical
movement in the mood of
the music and the 19th Century setting of the story.
He employs his ense mble, which is kept busy,
with graceful effect, and he
has providcd his principals
with attractive if not inno-

If you must be refreshed
tin the story line, "Onegin"
deals with the infatuation
of a country girl for a city
sophisticate who spurns her
and years later is spurned
by her in return.
It works out well enough
as a ballet under Cranko's
direction, and the production from start to finish
provides as beautiful stage
pictures as you can hope to
see.

Hair styles and ornaments
come and go but tortoise shell '
always in good style and good
taste.

vative moves.
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RTERS

556 W. Main Street

Phone 753-2621

'GRIFFIN LAWN NOVELTIES
VS Pad Avenue. Paducah. Kr.

CONCRETE AND POTTERY
Largest Selection in West Kentucky
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To Protect Your Home
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DEAR ABBY: Regarding the l6year-old girl on her first
date with a boy and her father not coming up from the
recitation room. Your indecision disappointed me, Abby. The
father is at fault.
Reasons:
1. The boy is a stranger and (temporarily I a guest A little
gesture of friendliness would help put the boy it ease.
2. Since it's the girl's first date with the boy, any father
worthy of the title should want to know something about the
young man, even if it's only his appearance.
3 It lets the girl know that her father cares.
4. To go upstairs and meet the boy would show good
manners
I could probably name 50 more reasons why the father
was wrong.
One of the biggest problems in the world today is that
people are so concerned with themselves that they don't
consider the feelings of others. I know. I am on crutches, and
every day some idiot cuts in front of me to beat me through
• a door, and then lets the dpor slam in my face without even
looking back.
Seveitioel Every day I practice supporting myself on one
crutch, so I can one day use the other to trip the culprits,.
Sege um
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I would say that the company, which is a sort of
United Nations as to personnel, seems to be especially strong in its male
contingent. There are A
splen d i d performances by vg
Hienz Claus in the title
role, Egon Madsen as the
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Jan Stripling as Prince
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OORGARD

Low Lustre Latex House Paint

Without proper protection the
elements can damage the

appearance and value of your
home. An application of
moorGard Latex House Paint
provides a much desired "brand
new" look along with adequate
protection against the elements
for years to come. Versatile
MoorGard can be used on most
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Marine Lt. RonSTAR'S STEPSON KILLED IN VIETNAM
ald W. McLean. 24, stepson of film star James stewart,
was killed in a fire ifigtit near the perailitarized zone in
South Vietnam while leading a five-man reconnaissance
patrol in Quang Tri Province. He is shown being congratulated by Stewart after he was sworn into the Marine corps
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Many Soldiers Killed in Columbus
Imo Fight:Buried At Columbus
A heated battle between just out of range of the big
the blue and grey is depicted' guns MOSS the river. Grant
In • new diorama at Colum- had chosen to attack VW
bus-Belmont Battle f 1 e .1 d weaker of the two camps.
State Park near Columbus, While the gunboats Tyler
and Lexington harassed the
Ky.
Up to mid-autumn of 11M11 Columbus fortress his men
the Civil War had hardly would swarm over the Beltouched the mightly Missis- mont encampment
sippi, but, as the Ma'am
PURCHASE AREA DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT Development Office, Madisonville; Mayor Harry
FIGHTING
emphasizes, this strategic FIERECE
STEERING COMMITTEE—Pictured left to right at
Vandergriff; Tom Perdew, Mayfield Development
Columbia
of
guru
The
water route was destined to
were already tossing shells tIs. meeting here last night are: Paul Kugler, Office: Calloway Judge Hall McCuistori; Graves
than
its
share
of
more
see
In their direction as the Economic Development Administration,„, udge Dick Castleman; Paducah City Manager Bob
the "Southern Rebellion."
Union troops hit the shore. Washington; William Glasscock, Economic %vsrstrsst; Woodrow Coots, Area Extension
The Confederates had a
Minute, later, they clashed Developrbent, Hopkinson* Henry Hodges, Ky. SPetialist , Resource Development; Paducah Mayor
seemingly invincible strongProgram Development Office, Madisonville; William
Robert Cherry; CaritsH Judos T. E. Stanley;
with the First Mississippi
hold on the high bluffs overThomas, Ky. Program Dev•lopment Office, Hickman Mayor Ro Gardner and Rob Doyle,
which
had
Battalion
Cavalry
Mississippi
as
I%
looking the
Madisonville; William Thomas. Ky Prooram
Hickman also attended.
their appaved Columbus. Batteries quietly watched
proach.
of heavy artillery were deepAs the six-hour battle the Mississippi.
ly entrenched along this lofIn Columbus-Bel mont
wore
on, the Confederates
with
plenty
ty vantage point,
near State Park, on the Kentucky
Then,
gave
ground.
of men to use them. Across
noon, the advancing men in side of the river, deep
the river at Belmont, Misblue slammed into the maln trenches still remain and
souri, the Confederates had
of the Confederate de- cannons and other relics of
line
Johnston.
established Camp
It was at this point the Civil War are found
fense.
It was protected by earththat the fiercest confronta- throughout the grounds.
works and fallen trees along
tion took place.
Its land boundaries and was
After nearly an hour of TERRIBLE CLASH SHOWN
Columwithin range of the
heavy
firing, the camp beThe Purchase Area Develop- cations, eutton County.
The new diorama is a feabus 'guns along its river
longed to the Federals, but ture of the park museum, ment District held • steering The fifteen lay members will
frontage. The two camps efas their victory shouts rang and it is that clash at high committee meeting at the West come from this group of counfectively blockaded the Misout, reinforcements from Co- noon that the diorama cap- Ky. RECC building at Mayfield ties and categories.
point,
serisissippi at this
The next meeting of the group
hampering
Union lumbus moved in and cut tures. Only a few yards Thursday night.
ously
will be held on Thursday, June
them
off
from
their
transpresidseparate the front lines.
Judge Dick Castleman
troops and supply movetime permanent officports. They were surrounded, There is General Grant to ed as temporary chairman of the 19 at whichexecutive
committee
ments on the important waers, and
and in no position to stay, the left, his binoculars coeunittee.
members will be named, By-laws
ter route.
Purpose of the meeting was to for the executive committee
for the cannons of Colum- raised. To the right is Genbus could rain shells right eral Pillow, out in the open select categories for lay board members will be named. *Into their midst if need be. where all can see him as he Membership on the committee by laws for the committee and cancounties. The group proposed
GRANT LED
iplt
It
.was time to go and the shouts encouragement to his the following categories to be pletion of the district atw
FIRST ATTACK
Union troops beat a costly defending forces. In the dis- filled by the sixteen county Judges ton for administrative
On November 7, 1961, retreat to their boats.
from Washington will be complettance are Union gunboats; and mayors al the Purchase ed.
Ulysses S. Grant led the first
Area
Development
District.
close by, a Union soldier
Woodrow Coots, Area Extenattack
on Columbus-Bel- OLD TRENCIIES REMAIN
Categories mimed warn Public sion Specialist, Resource Deis frozen midway in his
mont, a valiant attempt to
several
hunand
Private
There were
FdesetIrals Marshall velopment said it was necessary
death fall. The heat and
overwhelm the southerners
County; Area Dereisseaser coun- to complete the organization
and gain rontrol of the Mis- dred casualties on each side. smoke of battle pervade the cil, Hickman CeedyiHealth and prior to June 30 to Insure fundBoth claimed a victory - - - BMW
Welfare, CalirmapXasieltealto.
sissippi.
of the district.
lessional, Marshall Comer; Low
the North because they had
Graves
and
Calloway
Income,
COLUMBUS
PARK
camp,
the
South
VISIT
It was early morning when taken the
The diorama was prepared Counties; Agriculture. Carlisle
over 3,000 Federals landed for driving off the invaders
a few miles above Belmont. and maintaining control of by Vincent Nab of Mariet- County; Minority Groups, Fulta, Georgia. The museum ton, Hickman, MoCracken Lorin- •
building itself took part in ties; Civic Groups, Graves Cram- by United Press International
the Civil War encounter; it ty; Business and Industrial, McToday is Monday, June 16,
saw service as a hospital for Cracken County; and Cornmuni- the 167th day of 1969 with 198
the wounded of the Northto follow.
J Ames Gregory
South conflict.
The moon is between its new
Mays
Gorilla
The park is now open
phase and first quarter.
weekends. and It will be
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - You
The morning stars are Meropen daily from June 1 won't see his face beneath the cury, Venus and Saturn.
squid,
rescue
when
they heard through Labor Day.
MAYFIELD, Ky., ham 14 —
ape make-up, but James Gregory
The evening stars are Mare
David Beim,8, missies/Ron the Helm yell from under the bridge
will play a gorilla general and and Jupiter.
for
someone
to
get
him
out
of
Paredes Frigidly Hiss and
dictator in "Beneath the Planet
On this day in history:
Orphilisse aser
C12y, dace there.
of the Apes.In 1871 the ancient Arabic
Mrs. I. W. Murdock, who oper3 p.n. Rift was bad *Et
Order of Nobles of the Mystic
ates the bane with her husband,
le 0.10. today.
Shrine was set up in New York
said the boy was just cold and
gasoline engines.
City by Dr. Walter Fleming,
M. C. Dick and Gerald hungry after his ordeal.
The best kind of storage
In 1993 President Roosevelt
container for gasoline, Wardle signed the Notional Industrial
Helm and heir others trent
Schultz, members of dm Graves
AMES, IOWA (UPI) - Most said, is a metal can with a Recovery Act — the N.R.A.
County Rescue Squad, found the wading In a creek near the
borne, Friday afternoon, when a persons wouldn't think of spring-loaded cover. To meet
In 1955 riots broke out in I,
boy crouched under a bridge
thundershower came up. The keeping 50 pounds of dynamite legal requirements, the can must Buenos Aires as the Argentine
shout eight miles from the boys ran for cover and, accord- in their garage. But chances are be painted red.
navy tried, unsuccessfully, to
home, unclothed but inhume& ing to Murdock, the boy panick- many will keep at least a gallon
Gasoline kept in a container oust Premier Peron.
The two men were searching. ed and ran in the wrong of gasoline there most of the with a tight-fitting screw-on cap
In 1963 Rusia put its first
eu miner.
I a potential bomb, he said, woman into space — Valentino,
along with other members of the direction.
Norval Wardle, extension especially when stored in the Tereshkva.
moiety specialist at Iowa State sun or a warm place. As it
University, says that a gallon of warms, pressure can develop to
A thought for the day: Plato
gasoline has the explosive the point of bursting the said, ''Of all the animals, the
potential equal to 50 pounds of container.
boy is the most unmanageable."
dynamite. He said the number of
Channel 4
Chemed I
Channel g
home accidents involving
MONDAY RItkilvC PROGRAMS
gasoline has increased in recent
tears: War, rats sews: WI,. I 54.0
g
,
s SJ.
years because more people have
rer :JO I Dream of Jeannie Gitnimoke
D.1 ovameno
V :1111 Raven IL Mertlifs. Galena*,
iewn mowers and other yard
7.4 Aw
•
:36 Laugh-in
issit's Luc,
Gi•nli C.MI Sonnet?
equipment operated by small

Purchase Area
DevelopmentGroup
Meets In Mayfield

INDUSTRIAL DISCUSISON-illm Alemeder, Staff Director for Industrial Development it
Teessemse, was the pdmilmil winker at a meeting in "'layette Irei„ night 'pounced by the
Peryest Community Developmest Association. Present at the meeting were, left to right, W. F.
Oirey, Presideat of Fumes Bask & Trust Co., Mrs. Shannon McCallum, pamident of the
Development einiselegioe, Friaries Mayor Richard Crank, Rep. W. J. Nesse, Aherander and
Wham Subteen, Regional Supervisor of the West Tennant!. Industrial Developmeut office.
photo by Harold Huggins

'Must Work Together' In MissPatterson
Planning, Alexander Says
Masetneed Prete Page 1)

ritualistic work, the II u rife Y
Grove named Ms service club
He explained financing of the "The Jessie Houston Service
, "We Meet work together in
piesiag b4.l ideas", Jim SQUID Business Administration Club."
Her faithful attendance at
Mensieller MU a small but and told the group how much
1111111Dio9
—e 1,0Op DII Interested the creation of ILO jobs would the meetings and her continued
economy. interest in the lodge activities
their
to
pigeons at Purpose Friday night. add
The made( was sponsored Maunder pledged support from have been an inspiration to the
by the Paws Coemanity the State Industrial offices in members and made her the unanimous choice for the coveted
Develegeemt Asedelloa midge Jackson and Nairelle.
award of Woman of Woodcraft
is hesiliell Isy
addends, for INS by Grove 126.
Folio w
Kies Patterson, who has been
orwend questions
Allessadee pointed ted the
present for the mogined to the hospital for
personI
Mod an Wasted ememainla
The program was held the pad three montbs followiale
eammimilles. Pie
ing surgery and later with broHeys& High School.
empliesoudid ihe Peeper ems
ken leg, was unable to attend
the meetios el the - Officials present included: the ceiebration.
DRINIMIIRD aid Om& more In iniam
Sublette,
Regional
Aceeptlog the mrd as Outthe
of
the
West standing.Chino of Murray for
mJ4 Waft for
10111111Igif.
office; Representative Miss Patterson was cilia Craweasiminal
.
aa milenteld.
J. Neese; County- Judge ford, who has warted closely
omit kis Trams, SIDI
Jackson; Puryeer Mayor, with the honoree in the city
inilhiellm abbe. also, the Richard Crank and W. F. Carey, school, in club activitiail and in
maw
hilloadles tint hove president of the Farmer's Bank & the church for ming years.
Miss Pattern,' 1 long time
moved into immll esampinmities. Trust Company.
teacher in the Rad grade in
the Murray School system,
where she seems is' superintendent of Chian= work and
for many years as asperinteodant of the Vacation Church
SchooL
She is a member of the Alpha and of the Delta DepartGod bath nce given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of ments of the Murray
Women's
love, and of a sound mind. - LI Timothy 1:7.
Club and of various other orall-powerful
friend.
an
There is no cause for fear if we have
ganizations.
Do your best and then tract God. He has infinite power to spare. In addition to her educational wort, church and civic seUvities, Miss Patterson is noted
for her deeds of kindness and
. ransive,to Saturcistrs Puzzle
thoughtfulness to the Warty
people of the community and
UW3U OM ODOM to individuals who need midstACROSS
2 Newman
MS= 0OU MOOD ance and or encouragement
wreath
Tmumo DOOLIAU She works quietly
1-Guido's tur
and unob3 Astonishes
OTOMU
MOOOM trusively. alwayi giving of her
notie
greatly
4-Mmeher
ogua MOD
4 Old preposition
best without thought of recog9-1/goir (rollop.)
MOM
5.Dence step
12-Precious stone
cj
or praise.
Gab'
6-Greek letter
120
13-UneophesGoidia Curd. president of the
7-turn inside out
Prated
9610nurriii
Grove, presided at the dinner
14-Period of terra
8-Rockfish
'AMU CHEM
15-Plege persons
9-Sunned
UOL".21L
out=
17-Gees in
and was in charge of the celte
10-Be mistaken
VOOMMO itIO0BUO
19-Cellection of
11-Dance step
animeis
r:13'4d OMN MOUS bration_
16- Negative
The elegant throne drapped
20-Spear
NOM OGS D1A72
21.Vegetabie
18-Races of
in pis* satin was prepared by
lb
23-Obtain
baked clay
Hazel .Tutt. The sequintrimmed43-Biblical weed
24-Gsn's name
20-Number
31-Substante
44 Music as
27-Etheopian title
crown and lovely corsage were
21.8oests
32 Sinai
sairten
28-Emerged
the handcart of Sallie Law22 King of birds
35 Loosened
45-Males
victorious
reoce.
36-End
46-Reoe of lettuce
23-Obtained
29-Cominernora37 Mandl
47 Aleadoa
Mery Louise Baker and Rob25-Swimmer
tree desk
39-More ancient
48 Shade tree
26-By oneself
30-Symbol for
bie Paschall were leaders of
40-Prohibit
51-Symbol for
I28- Marry
42.-Graeli alter
the team forming the ribbon
nickel
31 -Encountered
marked honor guard. Mary
32-Possesses
Tutt, guest of the Grove, was
33=ioved
the musician and played for
the marches.
34-Adhered to
36-Succor
Members of the teem and
37-Pale
others present participating In
38-Dispatched
the activities were (kdell. Van39-Worddess
ce, Gusset Guerin, Lourelle
awing
Sledd, Clista Clanton, Katie
40-Foretell
Overcast, Genora Hamlett, Ruth
41-Articke of
furniture
Waiter, and Roamella Out43.Suri6urn
last
$4-toolied on •
After the meeting the plaque
favorably
honoring Miss Patterson was
16-Taper
carried to the hospital aid pre49-Golf mound
50-Singing voice
sented to Miss Pattersoo.
52-1.ankprey
During the business oration
S3-Conatirsction
the Grove voted to discontinue
54-Get up
the regular meetings during
55-klate Sheep
July and August, with a special
cell meeting scheduled someDOWN
time during the mmith of Au1.Urss on
rndicate,
mt.
Distr. by United Feature
gust to be held with Hazel Tutt
lb p
in her home north of Murray.
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Store Gasoline
The Safe Way
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Business Established 1874
STOCKS • BONDS •

MUTUAL FUNDS

MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE
MIDWEST STOCK EXCHANGE

Stephen L. Yarbrough
206 Main Street
Mturay, Kentucky
Telephone 753-8811
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